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The End is nigh
(AKA Moroccan Mole is FINALLY leaving)

It has been a wonderful two years where I have made wonderful
friends and memories. I am hoping to make it back for the 2000th
celebration in 2017. I will truly miss you all. Yes, even you
Bastard.

On On
Moroccan Mole
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SPECIAL MEMORIAL HASH FOR THE GREAT WHITE HOPE
SUNDAY 27TH SEPTEMBER
THE CHEQUERS IN LITTLE GRANSDEN AT 11.00AM
HARES: GOLDFINGER & TOAD BEDSORES
Mike Smith died peacefully back home on 23 September 2014, after completing his last
trip with good friends through Italy, and having two days before attended the
Indonostalgia H3 meet in Cagliari (Sardinia). It's the way he would have wanted it.
In his will he left £500 to Cambridge H3 in the care of Bear to use as he saw fit. It will all
be blown on the day!
A barrel of specially brewed beer called Great White Hope will be available on the day
courtesy of the man himself. All other drinks must be paid for. Also there will be a free
hog roast + salad. There will be a vegetarian option.
At some point the singing of 'I used to live in Chicago' will be actively encouraged.
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Run 1922: 2nd August 2015
Jude’s ferry in West Row
Hares – Daffidildo and Doggy style
Newies – Helen and Vicki
Returnees – Dexter and McJeckll alongside McHyde and children, (Anna, named Egan,
and Luke named Skywalker)
I have a question for you! What time does the 11 o-clock hash start? Obviously not at 11
o-clock!!! as we circled up at 3 minutes past 11 to the angry response to Ted, Bedsores.
In the circle the hares got down to it- quite literally! With good explanation but
threatening us, (non-Americans), with the RAF Mildenhall American base! Yet we all
know that Americans can’t use their guns properly.
Due to the fact that Moroccan Mole was too “busy” to turn up, the sun shone and stayed a
lovely day. Shamcock was the stand in for Mole yet the circle was still no shorter.
Tricking everyone to thinking they have finished and have arrived back at the pub when
there actually is still a while to go is horrid and unacceptable. Thanks Daffy & Doggy.
Not to mention the stinging nettles that came over my head. So gods knows how kermit
was feeling, maybe we should invest in a child leash for him so we don’t lose the poor
fellow.
Down down’s of the day –
The Earl of Pampisford
The countess
Dexter for returning
Hold it for me for running to the hash and not accepting any lift that went past, therefore
being competitive.
ONON
Just give me one (not “just gimmie one” for everyone that gets it wrong)

Run: 1923 – Sunday 9 August 2015
Hares: The Earl and Hold It For Me
Pub:
The Three Tuns, Abington
Damn and blast it! I’ve managed 13 years on the Hash without doing a run write-up but
being pinned to the wall by the silver tongued Big Blouse there was no escape. My
excuse that I wasn’t even going to be doing the run as I was on Beer Stop duty fell on deaf
ears. Therefore, everything written here is based on rumour and hearsay. Here goes …
The pack met at The Three Tuns under a Mediterranean sun suspended a cerulean sky.
The Hares were suitably vague about the trail although warning signs were there at the
outset when the Earl declared that there was no walkers’ trail and they were advised to
take overnight bags. Interestingly, although the walkers set off in the right direction
they were not seen again and certainly not a single one turned up at the Beer Stop. Off
the pack set - sort of in the direction of Hildersham.
Meanwhile, I set off in the opposite direction to the pack heading for my friend Liz’s
garden, where she and I organised provisions for the Beer Stop spending a considerable
time over a cauldron of Pimms the proportions of which were to say the least rather
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arbitrary. There we sat enjoying the peace and quiet. Time passed… and passed … no
sign of a single runner …
Eventually Shit Retainer appeared through the woods at the bottom of garden declaring
he had come from the Philippines (!) and we three sat and more time passed. Runners
gradually began to appear, puce of face, dripping sweat and gasping for liquid. Rumours
abounded about the length of the trail and how it led them in all direction up hill and
down dale (The Dales!) atypical geography indeed for the environs of Abington. We
heard of woods, fields, nettles, runners prone upon pavements, but thankfully no shiggy
in the dry dust bowl of this rainless region.
And still so few runners at the Beer Stop. Where were they all? Those who were there
appeared reluctant to leave the Arcadian tranquillity of Liz’s garden, some declaring it a
haven from the tortuous trail and searing sun. Many lay prone on the grass from
exhaustion – or was it the Pimms? At length the weary souls made their way back to the
pub where they were fortified by food of ample proportions (similar to my own)
provided by the lovely Chris our excellent host.
At long last, nearly 2.00 pm, a ragged circle formed and there were far too many
downdowns to remember but I will mention that poor Kermit received one for hopping
about in the woods. What else would a Kermit do? Another was given to two young
Harriettes for having crabs in Devon (!) The Hares received downdowns via the nether
orifice of a flabby yellow cock. I mused on what a visiting alien, or indeed a passing
vicar, might have made of this arcane practice?
The general consensus was that this was the longest run in Hash history and indeed,
from what I gleaned it was, covering as it did the Philippines, the Dales, Devon and just
possibly Hildersham. By now it was Wednesday so the pack swiftly dispersed…
Onwards …
The Countess of Pampisford

Run 1924: A Day by the North Sea
Hares – Moroccan Mole, Spicy Bear, and Forrest Dump
The day started early as I was exited about going to the seaside (edit. Beach) me and
d.tops who was still drunk from her barby the night before somehow made it to the
coach and we were greeted by a rabble of other drunk and hungover Hasher's.
The coach journey was pleasant enough with waves of exited babble and laughter.
We arrived at a lovely spot and after much mismanagement and confusion bags
,deckchairs, rucksacks, food and spare knickers were put into forest dumps car.
unfortunately Spicy bear was unwell and couldn't make it.ahh
Eventually order was restored and we set off on trail. it was very pleasant leading us to
the sea (edit. Beach) and along another bit to a cue waiting for the rowing boat that took
us obviously to the other side of the estuary. That poor bugger rowing must of been
knackered. And yes he ate spinach and had a crooked eye. Daffy, woody hollow, fit but
dim, give it to me, wimp and his dog forgot to bring a pound to pay that poor bugger so
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decided to swim across. I think they all thought that they were on a triathlon or
something. Apart from the dog. It was a relief when it was our turn to get on the boat
after putting up with pugwash rambling on that he should of brought his dingy. Out the
other side we headed to the drinks stop and after a drop of gorillas rhubarb gin it was
time to walk to the waters edge. Antar and 3 gorgeous beach (edit. See she knows what
to call it) babes d top, woody hollow who was flashing her cheeky white cheeks and give
it to me who wasn't topless this time were the brave ones to go in the sea(edit. Ocean).
We all eventually made it back to the sailing club hut. And thanks to Robbie ball who
organized the venue for a hash donation of £100. The barby was set up and drinks
flowed. And thanks to everyone who helped make that lovely spread of food. Circle was
called! And getting back to wimp he was called in the circle for dog cruelty under act 28
after he swam away leaving his dog stranded on the other side of the estuary. The dog
thinking bugger swimming this I'm doing a turn back. luckily antar came to its rescue
and slaphead donated his trouser belt to use as a lead before that poor animal was safe.
Downers were also given to d.tops for leaving circle to get a gin and tonic from pub next
door. Paparazzi and el rave were wrapped in toilet rolls to celebrate 1 year of marriage.
Hangover BLues and others staged vj day by bombing Japan with a water bottle between
her cleavage. Bear who had obviously pissed himself. And Moroccan mole for leaving his
bike in the female toilets. The day rounded up with some cockles and prawns before
heading back to the coach. The journey home was merry with Daffy dildo starting the
Chicago song that Mexico waved back and forward in the coach. Taxi broke the toilet so
only small pisses were allowed. We arrived back at Cambridge station. I thanked the
coach driver for getting us back safe and he said its been the best coach load of drunks
he had ever had.! what a compliment, we obviously lived up to what the hash is all
about.? Having a bloody good time.
On on.

Three swallows

News flash! A happy ending for the abandoned dog who has been rehomed and is now
called slapantar after the two brave men that came to its rescue.

Run 1925 – The Crown, Little Walden
Hare – Ferret
Brilliant sunshine greeted the motley group of hashers at the wonderful location at
Little Walden. After Big Blouse welcomes everybody the hash roared off in various
directions. On-on eventually was called and the pack headed into open countryside, and
what countryside we were treated to: wending narrow footpaths, woods and undulating
hills. From a high SCB vantage point, I could see hashers emerging in the distance, not as
a group but one by one (who is holding the checkpoints these days??). After a good Runin the hash descended into the Crown.
A reluctant circle was called and the Verger, Fit But Dim, dished out retributions. Down
Downs were awarded to a new runner Julie for leading people astray, something to do
with three bottles of Prosecco. I was strangely called in for Dangerous Dog Control prior
to the circle and during the hash. My case for innocence is that Chester (the dog) was
only being friendly. Anyway Chester really enjoyed the brilliant run out.
Congratulations went to Hold It For Me for running from Newmarket to Manningtree (69
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miles, I think). Some run. Bastard was called in for offering ladies sweets. Cinnamon
Bear and Strap On had a down down for lateness. Domestic problems resulted in
Bastard and It Will Come Off for not carrying a water bottle. I cannot remember much
more, but what a successful day. Many thanks Ferret and assistant Wimp. Well done.
Good run.
The Earl
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Runs for September 2015
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Doggystyle

Run No. 1927: 06-Sep-2015
White Swan, Conington, CB23 4LN
Hares Jetstream & Unmentionable
Run No. 1928: 13-Sep-2015
Affleck Arms, Dalham, CB8 8TG
Hares Daffidildo & Fit but Dim
AGPU

Run No. 1929: 20-Sep-2015
White Horse, Tilbrook, PE28 0JP
Hares Wimp & Keep It Clean
Good Food, please call 01480 860764 if you would like to eat

Run No. 1930: 27-Sep-2015
Chequers, Little Gransden, SG19 3DW
Hares Goldfinger & Toed Bedsores
Great White Hope Memorial Run.
Laid by an Old Fart.
Gl Old Spot Pig Roast, - Gt White Hope Beer, and More!.

Grand Master - Big Blouse
Grand Mattress - Spicey Bear
Joint Master - Daffidildo - Fit but Dim
Joint Mattresses - Doggy Style -Woody Hollow
Religious Advisor - Moroccan Mole
Verger - Fit but Dim
Hare Raiser - Doggystyle
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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